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Thermal conductivity of lead telluride with embedded nanoinclusions was studied using Monte
Carlo simulations with intrinsic phonon transport properties obtained from first-principles-based
lattice dynamics. The nanoinclusion/matrix interfaces were set to completely reflect phonons to
model the maximum interface-phonon-scattering scenario. The simulations with the geometrical
cross section and volume fraction of the nanoinclusions matched to those of the experiment show
that the experiment has already reached the theoretical limit of thermal conductivity. The
frequency-dependent analysis further identifies that the thermal conductivity reduction is
dominantly attributed to scattering of low frequency phonons and demonstrates mutual adaptability
of nanostructuring and local disordering.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862323]
Lead telluride (PbTe) is a promising thermoelectric ma-
terial for intermediate temperature (400K–800K) applica-
tions. This is partially attributed to their intrinsically low
lattice thermal conductivity (2Wm1 K1 at room temper-
ature1) since the dimensionless figure of merit ZT is inver-
sely proportional to thermal conductivity. Nanostructuring is
a growing practical approach to further reduce lattice thermal
conductivity of bulk materials. A general strategy is to
scatter phonons by the nanostructure interfaces without
appreciably interfering with the charge-carrier transport. A
successful form of bulk nanostructured materials has been
the sintered nanograins with the nominal grain size smaller
and larger than the phonon and charge-carrier mean free
paths, respectively.2 However, the first-principles-based pho-
non transport calculations of single crystal PbTe indicate
that heat is carried mostly by phonons with mean free paths
smaller than 10 nm, and the above window of mean free
paths does not exist for PbTe.3,4
An alternative would be to locally precipitate nanocrys-
tals (nanoinclusions) of different specie inside the PbTe
matrix.5–11 The most successful case to this date is PbTe ma-
trix with strontium telluride (SrTe) nanoinclusions,8,10 which
marked ZT¼ 2.2 at 800K with appropriate doping and
microstructuring. It has been shown that the lattice thermal
conductivity can be reduced without sacrificing the electrical
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, which is attributed to
the formation of the coherent interface with seamless bonds
between the nanocrystalline precipitates and the matrix
(“endotaxial nanostructure”).
To further improve and optimize the PbTe-based bulk
nanostructured thermoelectric materials, it is helpful to know
the theoretical limit of the lattice thermal conductivity. This
gives us insight into how well the nanostructured interfaces
have performed to scatter phonons or how further thermal
conductivity can be potentially reduced by optimizing the
interfaces. For the sintered nanograins, the lattice thermal
conductivity can be estimated by simplifying the picture
with a single grain size value. Anharmonic lattice dynamics
calculations based on the first-principles3,4,12–14 give mode-
dependent phonon transport properties, from which lattice
thermal conductivity reduction can be calculated for extreme
scenarios, e.g., trimming the phonon mean free paths longer
than the grain size15 or enforcing the boundary scattering
model using Matthiessen’s rule at the Casimir limit.16 On the
other hand, the effect of nanoinclusions is much less evident
since the structure is topologically more complicated.
This work aims to identify a theoretical limit of lattice
thermal conductivity of PbTe/nanoinclusion materials in the
view of phonon gas kinetics. The phonon Boltzmann trans-
port simulation under relaxation time approximation were
performed for a PbTe matrix with cubic nanoinclusions. By
using the frequency/branch dependent phonon transport
properties of single crystal PbTe obtained based on first prin-
ciples, the simulations realize more accurate representation
of the intrinsic phonon transport than the simplified empiri-
cal models.7,8,11 A maximum interface-scattering scenario is
realized by making the PbTe-nanoinclusion interface to com-
pletely and diffusively reflect phonons (zero transmission
probability).
In the view of phonon gas kinetics, the Boltzmann trans-
port equation of phonon distribution function f under relaxa-
tion time approximation is written as
@fsðx; rÞ
@t
þ vsðxÞe  rrfsðx; rÞ ¼  fsðx; rÞ  f0ðx; TÞssðx; TÞ ;
(1)
where s, x, r, v, f0, T, and s are the phonon polarization, the
frequency, the position, the group velocity, the Bose Einstein
distribution, the temperature, and the relaxation time, respec-
tively. In this study, to realize the calculation of the nano-
structured geometry, Boltzmann transport equation was
solved stochastically using the Monte Carlo method.17–22
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Here, only the longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse
acoustic (TA) branches are considered since the contribu-
tions of optical modes to PbTe lattice thermal conductivity
are much smaller than those of acoustic modes.3 The
energy-based variance-reduced Monte Carlo formulation21
with the effective energy of the phonon particle
e¼ 8.6 1026 J was used to ensure the accuracy and speed
of the simulations.
The geometry of a typical simulation cell is shown in
Fig. 1, where a cubic nanoinclusion is arranged in the middle
of the simulation cell. With the aim to model the maximum
interface-scattering scenario, the phonon transmission proba-
bility across the PbTe-nanoinclusion interface was set to
zero (i.e., complete phonon reflection), and the total diffusive
reflection condition was applied using the Lambert’s cosine
law. Therefore, the nanoinclusion is essentially a nanovoid,
in which phonon transport does not need to be considered.
This does not only make the simulation simple but also
exclude ambiguities in modeling the interface, and thus, in
identifying the theoretical limit of lattice thermal conductiv-
ity for a given nanoinclusion size and volume fraction. Here,
we do not account for the anisotropy in the reflection direc-
tion due to the wave scattering characteristics.23 However,
we have confirmed that altering the reflection characteristics
from diffusive to specular does not further reduce the lattice
thermal conductivity. The length of the nanoinclusion a is
varied from 1 nm to 20 nm. For each value of a, the depend-
ence of the lattice thermal conductivity on the nanoinclusion
volume fraction was studied by varying L. The scattering
cross section here is the geometrical one, and, for simplicity,
we do not consider the wave-vector dependent variation of
the cross section due to the wave scattering.24
The simulation models the steady-state heat conduction
through 3-d periodic nanostructures in an infinite domain.
This was realized by applying the periodic boundary condi-
tions in the y and z directions and the periodic distortion
boundary condition20,21 in the x direction (the heat flow
direction). The periodic distortion boundary condition
imposes periodicity only on the distortions of the phonon
distribution functions (f-f0), which enables us to assign dif-
ferent temperatures to the left and right virtual boundaries
through f0.
20,21 Using the boundary conditions, the simula-
tion of a unitary cell allows us to access the properties of
steady-state heat conduction through a periodic structure
(Fig. 1).
The simulation is initialized by randomly placing pho-
nons in the simulation cell with frequency and polarization
distributions that were determined using the density of states
and Bose Einstein statistics. Each phonon is initially given a
random propagation direction. The simulation cell is divided
into subcells to define the local temperatures, which was cal-
culated from their phonon energy. After the initialization,
each phonon propagates in specific direction at its group ve-
locity. The phonon group velocity and density of states of a
single crystal PbTe were calculated in advance using the har-
monic interatomic force constants obtained from first princi-
ples.3 The group velocity was averaged over the first
Brillouin zone for each branch to be a function of frequency
(Fig. 2).
Within each time step Dt, a phonon may be scattered by
other phonons (intrinsic phonon-phonon scattering) or at the
interface. Intrinsic phonon scattering occurs with the proba-
bility P¼ 1 exp(Dt/s) and resets all the phonon states
(frequency, polarization, and propagation direction). The fre-
quency- and temperature-dependent relaxation time of the
single crystal PbTe was calculated in advance by Fermi’s
golden rule of three-phonon scattering processes, using the
anharmonic interatomic force constants obtained based on
first principles calculations.3 The results with finite
wavevector-space mesh were fitted by the Klemens expres-
sion Cx2, where C is a constant (Fig. 2). The obtains values
are C¼ 2.89 1014 s1 and 1.44 1014 s1 at 300K and
600K, respectively.
FIG. 1. A schematic of the Monte Carlo simulation cell of phonon transport
in PbTe with nanoinclusions. The nanoinclusion is arranged at the center of
the simulation cell. The periodic distortion boundary condition20 is applied
in the x direction and the periodic boundary condition in the y-z plane.
FIG. 2. The frequency- and branch-dependent phonon transport properties,
(a) the density of states, (b) group velocity, and (c) relaxation time, obtained
from the first-principles based anharmonic lattice dynamics calculations. TA
and LA denote the transverse and longitudinal acoustic branches.
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The simulations were performed for two different aver-
age temperatures 300K and 600K. The time step of the sim-
ulation is 0.05 ps for both temperatures. The temperature
difference between the hot and cold boundaries was set to be
DT¼ 0.2K. Convergence to a steady-state heat flux with a
linear temperature gradient was achieved in 200 000 time
steps, and then the data were sampled for another 200 000
time steps to calculate the lattice thermal conductivity. The
lattice thermal conductivity was calculated from Fourier’s
law, jlat ¼ qL=DT, where q and L are the heat flux and the
length of the simulation cell in the x direction, respectively.
The heat flux was calculated to be q ¼P elx=V, where e and
lx are the phonon energy and the start-to-end distance in a
unit time period. The lattice thermal conductivity was time-
averaged to reduce the statistical noise in the heat flux. For
each nanoinclusion size and volume fraction, 6 different sim-
ulations were conducted and ensemble-averaged to further
enhance the signal to noise ratio. As a result, the statistical
uncertainty of the calculated lattice thermal conductivity is
less than 1%. Before studying the nanostructures, the calcu-
lation scheme was validated for bulk single crystal PbTe,
and the obtained thermal conductivity agreed with the
analytical solution of the phonon Boltzmann transport
equation [Eq. (1)] and did not depend on the cell size
(3 nm<L< 14 nm).25
In Fig. 3, the calculated lattice thermal conductivity is
plotted with respect to the volume fraction of the
nanoinclusion a3/L3. This identifies the minimum thermal
conductivity for a given geometrical cross section and vol-
ume fraction of the cubic nanoinclusions. For 1 nm nanoin-
clusions with a realistic volume fraction, thermal
conductivity was reduced by about 60%, and the reduction
ratio decreases with increasing temperature. Although here
we only show the results for a unit cell with one nanoinclu-
sion, we have also performed simulations of random configu-
rations with multiple nanoinclusions per unit cell for the
same nanoinclusion size and volume fraction, which made
no difference in thermal conductivity as it has been already
found in the previous study.19
At 300K, the calculated lattice thermal conductivity in
the cases of a¼ 1 nm and 2 nm agrees well with the meas-
ured values of PbTe with SrTe nanoinclusions of the corre-
sponding average size.8 The agreement indicates that the
lattice thermal conductivity in the experiment has reached
the theoretical limit of thermal conductivity in view of the
phonon gas kinetics. One could argue that some strains, dis-
locations, and impurities should be present in the PbTe ma-
trix in the experiment, which could also contribute to the
reduction of the lattice thermal conductivity. However,
adding these effects would result in weaker volume fraction
dependence and thus enlarge the discrepancy between the
calculation and experiment. Therefore, the agreement in the
volume fraction dependence at 300K suggests validity to
assume the pure impurity/defect free PbTe matrix. It should
be noted that there still remains uncertainty in the compari-
son as the lattice thermal conductivity in the experiment at
600K decreases more sharply with increasing volume
fraction than in the corresponding calculation. Nevertheless,
the current calculation results suggest that the nanostructure
interface in the experiments is extremely effective in inhibi-
ting the phonon transport. This may seem counterintuitive
since the PbTe-nanoinclusion interfaces in the experiment
was observed to be coherent, however, the coherence could
also cause strong residual strain and stress, which may serve
as an effective scatterer of phonons.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the lattice thermal
conductivity on the nanoinclusion size (a) at 300K. For all
the volume fractions, the dependence becomes stronger as a
decreases, and one-nanometer variation in a significantly
changes the extent of thermal conductivity reduction when a
is smaller than 10 nm, which can be understood from the
FIG. 3. Nanoinclusion volume-fraction dependence of lattice thermal
conductivity jlat of the PbTe nanocomposites at (a) 300K and (b) 600K.
The length of the nanoinclusion a is set to 1 or 2 nm. The results are
compared with the experiments of PbTe/SrTe coherent (“endotaxial”)
nanocomposites.8
FIG. 4. Nanoinclusion size dependence of the lattice thermal conductivity
jlat of the PbTe nanocomposites at 300K for volume fractions 0.8, 1.6, and
3.7%.
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mean free path distribution of phonon with noticeable contri-
bution to heat conduction.3 This indicates the importance of
reducing the nanoinclusion size to 1–2 nm as performed in
the experiments.8 The thermal conductivity could be further
reduced by making a even smaller than 1 nm, but one needs
to be careful with the limit of the current particle collision
picture when a becomes smaller than the phonon wave
packet size. The calculations of the wave characteristics are
underway but are not the scope of this work.
The current simulation also enables us to study the mi-
croscopic picture of lattice thermal conductivity reduction by
the nanoinclusions. To this end, we introduce the frequency
dependent lattice thermal conductivity and compare the sin-
gle crystal and nanostructured material (3.7%, a¼ 1 nm) at
300K. Figure 5 shows that the lattice thermal conductivity
reduction by the nanoinclusions is mostly attributed to scat-
tering of the low frequency phonons. The high frequency
phonons (over 8 THz) are weakly affected because the mean
free paths of those phonons are shorter than the nanoinclu-
sion length.
The above frequency-domain analysis suggests that the
nanostructuring can be well combined with introducing local
disorders (e.g., point defects and impurities), whose phonon
scattering rate, in analogy to the Rayleigh scattering, can be
roughly approximated to increase as x4. This is imple-
mented in the Monte Carlo simulations through the relaxa-
tion time s using the Matthiessen’s rule as s1 ¼ s1int þ Bx4,
where sint and B are the intrinsic phonon relaxation time of
PbTe and an empirical constant, respectively. The result
shown in Fig. 3(a) was calculated for B¼ 1.0 1040 s3, a
value that gives the same extent of lattice thermal conductiv-
ity reduction as that in the PbTe/PbSe solid solution
(40%).26
Figure 5 plots the frequency-dependent lattice thermal
conductivity by the local-disorder scattering. The figure
shows that the presence of the local disorders nearly dimin-
ishes the thermal conductivity of phonons in the frequency
regime higher than 8 Hz without sacrificing the reduction in
the low frequency regime caused by the nanoinclusions. This
results in a large thermal conductivity reduction in the entire
frequency regime, demonstrating the mutual adaptability of
nanostructuring and local disordering. As seen in Fig. 5, the
combined approach can reduce the total PbTe lattice thermal
conductivity by about 75% in the case of 3.7% nanoinclu-
sions, which is significantly more than the reduction caused
solely by nanoinclusions (60%) or by local disorders (40%).
In summary, we have performed the Monte Carlo simu-
lations of Boltzmann phonon transport in PbTe with embed-
ded cubic nanoinclusions using the accurate bulk phonon
transport properties obtained from first-principles-based lat-
tice dynamics. The simulations under the maximum inter-
face-phonon-scattering scenario identified the lower-limit
lattice thermal conductivity of the nanostructured material in
the view of phonon-gas Boltzmann transport. The results
suggest that the nanostructure interface in the previous
experiments is extremely effective in inhibiting the phonon
transport. The frequency domain analysis further identified
that the thermal conductivity reduction by the nanoinclusions
is mainly caused by scattering of low frequency phonons.
This suggests the mutual adaptability with local disordering
whose scattering rates increases with phonon frequency. A
test case with a realistic alloy concentration shows that the
combined approach can significantly reduce thermal
conductivity.
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